
REPORT TO NSOBE GAME PARK 

 In September we took part in the familiarisation trip to Nsobe Game Park with our pupils to 

mark the end of Jubilee year. Our trip brings you the stories and insight of Nsobe camp. With 

some pictures attached. We had two Trips therefore we divided the pupils and Teachers into 

two groups. The first trip comprised of levels two and four with the following teachers Sr. 

Gabrielle,Mr.Chipili,Ms.Chola,Ms Kabuswe,Mr. Mushili  and Mr Lubinda. The Second trip 

were the Level three and one and Teachers being Sr. Susan, Ms Sakala, Ms Noria and Mr 

Lubinda who went both trips because he is the first Aider. Despite the Split the activities were 

the same. 

    

        
The management of Nsobe gave us a warm welcome and they were very friendly to us and 

the learners. Lined up for us were four amazing activities which made us split into four groups. 

The Nsobe team looked at the activities which where beneficial and exciting to the learners, 

these were game viewing, fishing, bush walk and Reptile Park. Each group had to take part 

in all the four activities. 

GAME VIEWING  



      

   

  

The first group started with game viewing. Without wasting much time we were given two 

vehicles to take us around the park and the tour guides were so kind and tolerant. We started 

off from the camp to the game park and drove into a gravel road. The month of September is 

dry in Zambia the vegetation was not green, so most of animals were inside the forest in 

search of pasture. Our tour guide earlier mentioned of the amazing animals that were in the 

park and these were the zebras, giraffes, warthogs, 15 species of antelopes, black lechwe, 

monkeys and different types of birds 

After driving for about 5 minutes the first animals we saw were the warthogs grazing at a 
distance from us. We stood in amazement looking at God’s beautiful creatures, we took 
photos and moved on. After some minutes of driving we came to a green land that was filled 
with different kinds of antelopes. Upon seeing us some ran into the bush while others slept 
peacefully in the green grass. With so much excitement we really wanted to see the beautiful 
giraffe and for several minutes we came to a dry land with anti-hills and some trees with green 
leaves on top of them. Behold! A family of giraffes stood eating some leaves on top of the big 



trees, they were adorable tall animals with brown patches separated by lighter ones. It was 
so amazing to see how majestic and slow they walked. We continued and saw some other 
animals like the zebras and black lechwes. The drive took us round for about 30 minutes and 
returned  to the camp for the next activity. Which was visiting the Reptiles. See the pictures 
below; 

REPITILE PARK 

 

    

                 
 

From the resting camp we walked to the reptile park. On our way we saw the well-built Nsobe 
chalets and tents, they are designed in a fascinating manner. After walking for about three 
minutes from the camp, the first reptile we saw was a crocodile whose shelter is built on the 
banks of the beautiful dam. It was a 19 years old and 3meters long crocodile. Unfortunately 
it was the only crocodile in its house. Four meters apart was a house of snakes. The house is 
designed in a way that snakes can be viewed from their cage with a passage in the middle. 
Our guide gave us an insight of the reptiles that were kept inside the house and these were; 
Pythons, small crocodile, puff adders, spitting cobra and baby tortoise. The most fascinating 
thing we experienced was the privilege of holding the 4.2meters long pythons. All the snakes 
in the house were poisons in nature so they were safely caged in their cages. The experience 
was amazing as this of the first time seeing such snakes and it was educative to know what 
type of food they eat and when they are fed. It was almost lunch time and we quickly rushed 
back to the camp. 



LUNCH TIME 

     

  

All the groups were back in one spot and we were served with mouth-watering delicious food. 
We enjoyed the meal prepared by the Nsobe team more especially the children. After the 
meal we were also saved ice cream as our dessert, the children were so happy which made 
the trip to be more fun. From the trees the monkeys played and looked at us, it seemed they 
were shy to join us eat. After relaxing to the fresh bliss of the trees and the dam, we embarked 
on our third activity. 

FISHING IN THE NSOBE DAM 

        

Fishing was interesting and fun, we were taught how to hold the hook for most of the pupils 
it was their first time. Other groups managed to catch some but others failed because the fish 
in the dam were extremely clever. We laughed at how they ate what was on the hook without 
being caught. It was fun as we chatting and laughed while fishing. 



BUSH WALK 

    

           

After the fishing, we were taken to the last activity which was the bush walk. The walk started 
from the camp to the bush, our guide was one of the Nsobe team who studied nature. He 
knew almost all the names of the trees in the forest and how useful they are to humans. We 
were also privileged to visit the grave site of George Rankin who was the owner and founder 
of the 1500 hectors of land which is Nsobe Game Park. Inside the bush we saw chalets built 
for guest on private visit. We also climbed small rocky hills that gave us the other view of the 
farm. Despite being tired because we walked for almost 3km inside the bush, the experience 
was great we learnt quite a number of thing. On top of this, we positively appreciated the 
goodness of nature and also preserve wildlife. 

In conclusion, we could like to give our heartfelt thanks to you our donors who whole heartily 
sponsored this life changing trip. Although we looked forward to seeing and enjoy it with you 
but our plans are not God’s. We presented our thank you performance to the Nsobe 
management which made them happy. We started off from the camp around 16:00hrs to give 
chance to our children who stay far to walk home safely. 

CHILDREN’S DRAWINGS FROM THE NSOBE EXPERIENCE 



    

     
 

     
 
 
 
 



  
 

           


